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Experiments have been performed on the OMEGA Laser Facility �T. R. Boehly et al., Opt.
Commun. 133, 495 �1997�� to study the hydrodynamics of directly driven cone-in-shell, fast-ignitor
targets. A 35° or 70° opening-angle gold cone was inserted into spherical plastic shells of �24-�m
thickness and �870-�m diameter, which were imploded with up to 21 kJ of 351-nm laser light. A
backlighter was used on some experiments to compare the fuel assembly of targets with or without
a high-pressure fill gas. The shock breakthrough to the inside of the cone, where the ultrafast laser
propagates in integrated fast-ignitor experiments, was studied using a streaked optical pyrometer.
No plasma was seen inside the cone before the assembled core reached peak compression. © 2007
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2812706�

I. INTRODUCTION

The reentrant cone-in-shell version1,2 of the fast-ignition
concept3,4 has shown significant promise due to successful
integrated experiments.5,6 A 1000-fold increase in neutron
yield was observed by coupling a 0.5-PW, short-pulse laser
into a deuterated plastic �CD� target imploded by 2.5 kJ of
laser light at a wavelength of 0.53 �m �Ref. 6�. The fast-
ignitor concept for inertial confinement fusion �ICF� sepa-
rates the fuel assembly and fuel heating by combining an
ultrafast laser with a driver that compresses the fuel to high
density. The ultrafast laser produces relativistic electrons
with high efficiency �up to 50% has been reported7� that heat
the compressed fuel, significantly easing the requirements on
the compression driver.4,8 Several compression options have
been considered, including using laser or heavy-ion beam
heated hohlraums or direct laser drive.9,10

The biggest challenge of the fast-ignitor concept is the
transport of the relativistic electrons from the critical-density
region �ne�1021 cm−3 for a typical 1-�m laser�, where the
ultrafast laser is absorbed and converted into electrons, to the
compressed fuel—a distance that can be hundreds of mi-
crometers in an ignition-scale target. The overlap between
the electron beam with a divergence of �40° �Refs. 11 and
12� originating from an �10-�m focal spot and the dense
core with a diameter of �50 �m would be very small. Two
solutions have been proposed to minimize this standoff dis-
tance by �i� using a channeling beam to bore a hole in the
plasma atmosphere around the core4,13,14 and �ii� providing a
reentrant cone to allow the laser to propagate as close as
possible to the dense core.1,2,5

A few experiments have been performed to assess the
potential of the reentrant cone concept. Experiments at the
Institute of Laser Engineering �ILE� in Osaka examined the

coupling between the electron beam and the compressed core
and found an energy-transfer efficiency of 20–30% �Refs. 5
and 6�. Hydrodynamics experiments were performed in both
indirect-15 and direct-drive16 geometries on OMEGA17 to
study the fuel assembly in the presence of the reentrant cone.
The results of these experiments were encouraging, espe-
cially for the directly driven configuration. The measured
areal densities of the core assembly in the direct-drive ex-
periments are more than 60% of the predicted values for an
undisturbed fully spherical implosion,16 which shows that the
core assembly is not considerably disturbed by the presence
of the cone. The cone-opening angle was varied from 35° to
70°, with the narrower cones showing a slightly better per-
formance. Significant mixing between the gold cone and
plastic shell material was observed in the indirect-drive ex-
periments; this would be detrimental in an ignition design
since it substantially increases the required ignition energy.15

In the direct-drive experiments of Ref. 16, this mixing was
reduced to below the detection threshold. Moreover, no fill-
ing of the inside of the cone with plasma was observed be-
fore peak compression in the direct-drive experiments with
70° cones. The shock driven by the high pressure from the
core assembly through the cone material might break out
inside the cone and fill it with plasma before the ultrafast
laser would be fired, which would significantly increase the
standoff between the laser-absorption region and the com-
pressed core.

This work presents hydrodynamics experiments on
OMEGA that continue the study of directly driven reentrant
cone-in-shell targets. These experiments are in preparation
for future integrated experiments on the new OMEGA EP
�extended performance� Laser Facility,18,19 which will be op-
erational in 2008.

The effect of the presence of gas inside the target on the
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fuel assembly was studied using backlit implosions of 70°
cone targets with or without a high-pressure fill gas. Targets
filled with 10 atm of D2 fuel were used in previous experi-
ments for diagnostic purposes to infer the areal density of the
imploded core.16 The vapor pressure of cryogenic DT20 will
also lead to the presence of a fill gas in a full-scale ignition
design.21 The data from these radiographic experiments were
used to confirm the earlier conclusion that there is no signifi-
cant mixing of gold and core material. The plasma genera-
tion inside the cone for 35° cone targets, which showed a
better hydrodynamic performance than 70° cone targets in
previous experiments,16 was monitored using a streaked op-
tical pyrometer �SOP�.22 The SOP data were used to deter-
mine whether the cone stays free of plasma until after the
peak areal density of the fuel is reached—the time when the
short-pulse beam would be introduced.

Section II describes the experimental setup, including
the laser configuration and imaging diagnostic arrangement.
Section III discusses the backlighting of the fuel assembly of
gas-filled and empty targets and the analysis of the mixing of
cone and shell material. Section IV shows measurements of
the shock breakout into the inside of the cone. Section V
presents the conclusions of this work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The targets used in these experiments were 24-�m-thick
CH shells of �870-�m outer diameter, with a hollow gold
cone with an opening angle of 70° or 35° inserted through a
hole in the shell �Fig. 1�. A shelf on the cone defines the
distance between the cone tip and the center of the shell,
typically 30±10 �m. It provides a convenient interface for
alignment and to make the assembly gas tight. The cone has
a thickness of �100 �m outside the shell and 10 �m inside
the shell and ends in a 30-�m-thick hyperbolic-shaped tip
with its asymptotes intersecting 12 �m from the target cen-

ter. Two different laser configurations were used to implode
these targets on OMEGA: For the backlighting experiments,
the target was irradiated using 35 of the 60 OMEGA beams
at 351-nm wavelength, with a 1-ns square pulse and �11 kJ
of laser energy, 15 beams at half energy, and 20 beams at full
energy to provide nearly uniform illumination of the shell.
All 35 drive beams were smoothed by distributed phase
plates �DPP’s�,23 two-dimensional smoothing by spectral dis-
persion �SSD�24 with 1-THz bandwidth in the UV, and po-
larization smoothing �PS�.25 An additional 15 beams with a
total energy of �6 kJ were diverted to a V backlighter foil
and focused to a spot size of 600 �m �no DPP�. The axis of
this areal backlighting scheme26 was at an angle of �80°
from the cone axis, providing a clear view of the core assem-
bly without obscuration from the cone. The cone-filling ex-
periments used 48 beams, with a 1-ns square pulse and
�18 kJ of total energy �with DPP, SSD, and PS beam
smoothing�. The laser beams were configured so that no laser
light entered the cone. The nearest laser beams irradiated the
target at an angle of 59° to the cone axis. The target was
supported by a stalk attached to the open end of the cone, to
ensure that the target mount did not interfere with any of the
laser beams.

X-ray framing cameras27 were used to acquire up to 16
backlit images temporally spaced �60 ps apart with an ex-
posure time of �40 ps and a spatial resolution of �10 �m in
the target plane. A 25-�m-thick V filter was used to suppress
the background radiation from the implosion and pass the
predominantly He� line emission of the V backlighter at
4.95 keV.

The SOP that was used to investigate the filling of the
inside of the cone consists of an optical system that images
the inside of the tip of the cone onto the slit of the streak
camera �see Ref. 16� with an �10-�m spatial resolution and
a 500-�m field of view. The camera is filtered to record in a
wavelength band of 660–850 nm. Various coatings and filters
were used to minimize the background from scattered 3�,
2�, and 1� laser light.

III. COMPARISON OF GAS-FILLED AND EMPTY
TARGETS

The effect of the gas fill on the core assembly and cone
erosion on cone targets with an opening angle of 70° is
shown in Fig. 2. Backlit images were recorded using a V
backlighter from a target filled with 10 atm of D2 �Fig. 2�a��
and an empty target �Fig. 2�b��. Three images, selected out of
the 16 images taken, spaced �250 ps apart, show the assem-
bly of the core and the erosion of the cone; the central image
is close to the time of peak compression. The core assembly,
especially the evolution of the core size, is similar in both
cases, but the impact on the cone tip is different. In implo-
sions with both empty and gas-filled targets, hot plasma is
forced toward the tip of the cone. In the gas-filled case, a
larger area at the end of the cone is eroded than with initially
empty targets. Self-emission images show similar brightness
at the tip of the cone in both cases, so the damage at the cone
tip would be comparable in these two cases. The gas-filled
target shows less apparent absorption of the backlighter in

FIG. 1. �Color online� Radiograph of a gas-tight, fast-ignitor cone target. A
gold cone with an opening angle of 35° is inserted through a hole in a
24-�m-thick CH shell of �870-�m outer diameter. A shelf on the cone
defines the location of the cone tip at a distance of 30±10 �m to the center
of the shell. It also provides a convenient interface to apply enough glue to
make the assembly gas tight.
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the core, probably due to the contribution from the incom-
plete suppression of the core self-emission.

Figure 3 shows a lineout through the backlit image from
an empty target taken at the time of peak compression, i.e.,
minimum core diameter. The lineout shows the absorption
from the cone on the left, a gap in absorption between the
cone tip and core, and the absorption from the core assembly.
The core shows a slightly asymmetric profile, because
plasma streaming toward the cone will be slowed down by
the cone plasma, whereas on the other side the core plasma
can expand freely. A Gaussian fit to the core absorption,
shown in Fig. 3 as a dashed line, makes this asymmetry more
noticeable. Beyond this asymmetry caused by the interaction
of core and cone plasma �between −60 and −40 �m from the
center of the core�, no intermixing of Au cone and CH core
plasma is observable in this absorption lineout closer than
40 �m to the core center. An estimate of the minimum de-
tectable gold contamination in the core can be achieved us-
ing a similar analysis as applied to the indirect-drive
experiments,15 where a 0.04%-mass-density gold contamina-
tion was inferred. At the plasma conditions expected in the
gap—high temperature ��1 keV� and moderate density
��1 g /cm3�—the opacity of CH drops to values of the order
of 0.1 g /cm2 at the photon energy of the V backlighter of
�5 keV. The cold Au opacity of 658 g /cm2 can be used
because the Au opacity is hardly affected under these condi-
tions. Using these values, a gold contamination of �0.01%
of the mass density in the gap is estimated to cause an �20%

increase in the expected absorption. No deviation of this
magnitude is observed in the symmetry of the absorption
from the core shown in Fig. 3 beyond −40 �m, which con-
firms the observation from Ref. 16 that there is very little
mixing between cone and core material in these directly
driven experiments.

IV. CONE-FILLING STUDIES

The filling of the inside of the cones was investigated
using a streaked optical pyrometer �SOP�.22,28 The breakout
of a shock from an opaque material produces a short burst of
light. Its timing relative to peak compression can be deter-
mined from the absolute temporal calibration of the SOP
with an uncertainty of 50 ps. The shock temperature is in-
ferred from the observed light signal using the absolute in-
tensity calibration of the SOP with an uncertainty of 10% at
temperatures above �1 eV �Ref. 28�. To avoid high back-
ground signals in the SOP, either the six laser beams that
would illuminate the inside of the cone �23° to the cone
axis�, or the six 23° beams and the six beams in the vicinity
of the cone �48° to the cone axis� were not used in these
experiments, ensuring that laser light does not enter the in-
side of the cone. The SOP looks directly down the axis of the
cone, imaging the inside of the cone with a spatial resolution
on the order of �10 �m �Ref. 24�. Figure 4�a� shows the
SOP streak signal from a 35° cone target irradiated by 48
OMEGA beams with a total energy of �18 kJ in a 1-ns
square pulse. The vertical axis represents the spatial coordi-
nate of the self-emission from inside the cone, with zero
representing the location of the cone tip; the horizontal axis
is timed with zero as the start of the laser pulse. Ideally a
shock interaction with the cone should produce a signal that
begins as a small point at the cone tip and follows the cone-
opening angle as the shock travels along the cone. Figure 4
shows this tendency but also has a feature that expands very
rapidly in space early in time �2.2–3.0 ns�. A ray-trace analy-
sis of the optical system was performed that includes rays
reflected from the inner surface of the gold cone. For 35°
cones, the light reflected from the cone wall is channeled into
the collection optics of the SOP. The fast-evolving feature

FIG. 3. Lineout through the backlit image from an unfilled target taken at
the time of peak compression, i.e., minimum core diameter. A Gaussian fit
with a full width at half-maximum of �70 �m to the core absorption is
shown as a dashed line.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Backlit framing camera images using a V backlighter
from 70° cone targets filled with 10 atm of D2 �a� and without gas fill �b�.
Three images spaced �250 ps apart show the assembly of the core and the
erosion of the cone, with the central image close to the time of peak
compression.
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seen in Fig. 4�a� early in time is caused by light emitted from
the vicinity cone tip, reflected from the cone wall, and re-
corded by the SOP imaging system as if it originated far
away from the cone tip.

To verify this analysis, the inside of a 35° cone was
coated with black paint, effectively suppressing the reflec-
tions from the cone surface. Figure 4�b� shows the SOP
streak signal from such a target irradiated with 54 OMEGA
beams with a total energy of �21 kJ in a 1-ns square pulse,
which shows a clean shock-breakout signature starting at the
tip of the cone, becoming less intense and moving away from
the tip as time progresses.

The ray-trace calculations also indicated that 70° cones
would not be affected by reflections from the inside of the
cone because the reflected rays are not collected by the SOP
imaging system. Experiments with 70° cones indeed show a
clean shock-breakout signal very similar to Fig. 4�b�.16

Figure 5 shows a lineout through the center of the SOP
signal from an uncoated 35° cone target, as well as the areal
density of the compressed core as predicted by the 1D hy-
drocode LILAC

29 and the drive laser pulse shape. The calcu-
lated time of peak compression from LILAC was found to be
within �100 ps from the measured time of smallest core
diameter in the time-resolved, framing-camera images shown
in Sec. III. Data from an uncoated gold target were used to
be able to compare with the published results for the 70°
targets.16 The black paint used to suppress the reflections
inside the cone might delay the shock breakout artificially by

increasing the material thickness. Since this lineout is taken
through the center of the SOP signal, it samples only the
shock breakout through the cone tip and is not affected by
the light reflected inside the cone. The shock signal starts
well after ��500 ps� the time of peak compression as calcu-
lated by LILAC, similar to the earlier results with 70° cone
targets.16 This shows that the inside of the cone is free of
plasma at the time when the short-pulse laser would propa-
gate. A shock temperature of the order of �10 eV can be
inferred using the absolute intensity calibration of SOP.28

V. CONCLUSIONS

The fuel-assembly experiments with direct-laser-
irradiated, cone-in-shell targets presented here show encour-
aging trends, though significant challenges remain. The mix-
ing of the gold from the cone with the fuel/shell material was
confirmed to be very small in these directly driven implo-
sions. With the current cone designs, plasma starts filling the
inside of the cone well after peak compression when the
ultrafast laser has to propagate through the cone. The obser-
vation that the black paint eliminated the reflections inside
the cone confirms that the inside surface of the cone stays
cold until the shock breaks out at the cone tip.

Gas inside the target, whether added initially or gener-
ated during the collapse, could be an issue for fast ignition
since it causes erosion of the cone tip. The thickness of the
cone tip should also be minimized for experiments with an
ultrafast heater beam to limit the energy loss of the relativ-
istic electrons in the gold plasma. The projected range for a
1-MeV electron in room-temperature solid gold is of the or-
der of �50 �m �Ref. 30�. Fortunately, in an equivalent cryo-
genic ignition capsule, the shell and the core would radiate
much less energy due to the lower average ionization and the
lower drive adiabat.31 This will significantly reduce the heat-
ing and expansion of the gold cone, its erosion by the core
plasma, and the speed of the shock traveling through the
cone tip.
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